Simultaneous Release 2:1 Merge for Bagged Products

Read this cost-effective solution!

Winneconne, WI - Multi-Conveyor (www.multi-conveyor.com) - Multi-Conveyor was recently challenged to merge two lanes of separately fed 12" long bagged food products that needed to merge into a single lane at 110 products per minute. The initial multiple servo suggestion would have exceeded the customer's overall budget so Multi-Conveyor's design team got to work to find an alternative, less expensive solution.

After revealing that twin heads of the baggers could be set for a simultaneous release, and noting that the pair of conveyors traveled up inclines and through curves, Multi-Conveyor designed the system to maintain bag registration while calculating "speed to length ratios" necessary for proper product stagger at the merge. Even if the system is stopped and started again, the bagged product remains in position for a successful 2 to 1 combine.

A powered side rail was used to maintain the position of the bags in the lane that was being plowed across the merge belt and into the gap between the bags in the lane that travelled straight through the merge. This solution reduced the overall cost of the system.

Also incorporated are urethane belt transfers at the bagger discharges to allow loose product to fall through; high friction side flexing transport conveyors; bag settling conveyors with modular belting over powered square shafts, and case settling conveyors with boxed transported on revolving square shafts as well.

Multi-Conveyor’s experience electrical team implemented a complete control system with line control devices, control panel, variable frequency drives, PanelView™ Plus operator interface, and system logic that were key to the solution.
The system met the customer’s budget requirements and accomplished the necessary tasks to effectively deliver the merged product to downstream operations.

About Multi-Conveyor

Multi-Conveyor has successfully installed standard and custom conveyor solutions to over Integrators, OEM's, and end-users across multiple markets and industries for over two decades. Specializing in conveyors that assist in packaging food, dairy, pharmaceutical, chemical, industrial, automotive and material handling industries, our customers report they select Multi-Conveyor for concept/design, engineering skills, high-quality product, best value and prompt delivery schedules.

Multi-Conveyor excels in mild steel painted and stainless steel conveyors, multi-flex chain conveyors, plastic modular or friction belt systems, pre-engineered quick ship conveyors and our concept to installation custom designs.

For more information about Multi-Conveyor, or to get a quote on your next project, call toll-free 1-800-236-7960, e-mail info@multi-conveyor.com or visit www.multi-conveyor.com.
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